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commonly used word sizes 
64-bit, 32-bit, 16-bit, 8-bit and WSIZE 

commonly used number bases 
HEX/DEC/OCT/BIN/# 

commonly used boolean functions 
AND/OR/XOR/NOT 

number base MODE 
All new numbers entered follow the MODE setting 

shortcuts to BITS and INTS  
Exit from BITS/INTS returns to BASE unlike calling from the keys   

C43 number mode is active when �  or �  shown in the status bar. 
C43 number mode is independent of any softmenu showing.  
C43 number mode is cancelled by >I, IP, .d or by a lit RadioButton, eg. �  . 

As comparison, this is similar to the HP42S menu, which also has radio buttons 
indicating the mode, i.e. �  , and the HP42S 
number mode is active while the BASE menu is showing. 

(HOME menu):[f] BASE 
f[4] on Layout42 
g[CHS] on Layout1

6. BASE menu

• A - F for HEX entry is conveniently moved to the primaries when the mode is set 

• The shortinteger base shortcuts (HEX, BIN …) work like on the HP42S and HP16C 

• Pressing HEX, DEC, OCT & BIN: 

✴ converts any real or long integer number to type Short Integer, base 2, 8, 10 or 16 
✴ shows an indicator (radiobutton) shows the mode, i.e �  mode. 
✴ it will remain in �  mode if you change menu 
✴ After a conversion to HEX, �  mode starts and any number entered will be in the …#16 notation. 
✴ In HEX mode CLX will create a zero HEX number, and CLSTK will create a stack of zero HEX numbers. 
✴ [#] still works to enter short integers as per 43S as expected. 

  
• Changing word length 

✴ using shortcuts for 64-BIT, 32-BIT, 16-BIT and 8-BIT  
✴ arbitrary size WSIZE button, for any other word length like 31 or 4 
✴ is indicated with a radio button and/or WSIZE number 
✴ immediately changes all numbers on the stack to the stated number of bits 

• LEAD0 enables/disables all leading zeroes in bases 2, 4, 8 & 16 for all numbers in the stack 

• LNGINT converts a short integer or real number to a base 10 long integer by truncating. 

• # is the standard WP 43S short integer operator, conveniently placed on a function key �  

https://forum.swissmicros.com/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=2216


BASE menu has been revisited and is re-
introduced with a new BASE mode. The 
BASE menu does not exist on the WP43S.  

In the BASE menu you find radio buttons for 
HEX, DEC, OCT and BIN similar to the 
HP42S menu and also similar to the buttons 
of the HP16C. In addition, �  sets other 
number bases and corresponds to # on the 
C43 (g[� ]) and (f[� ]) on the WP43S.  

When setting a number base using any of �  or the 
conventional # key, the value in the X-register is automatically converted to the Shortint type. Simultaneously, 
the base mode activates and retains that base. 

With conversion from the REAL type to Shortint, decimal information may be lost when converted, since 
the Shortint type has a maximum size of 64 bits with no fractions or decimal places.  

Once a number base has been defined in a number in a register, the base of that number is also displayed as 
a subscript of that value in the register on the stack, eg. � . You can also see the mode change in the 
status line that a Short Integer base mode is active, i.e. � . When bases 2, 8, 10 or 16 are 
selected, you will see the corresponding radio button lit and for all bases (2-16) the base number displayed in 
the subscript of MODE#, for example � . 

While �  is active, all new numbers entered and cleared will be of the Shortint type, as the set base.  

Terminating the �  mode: 

�  is terminated by entering either starting to type a real number (1., pi, E, etc.). 

�  is terminated by converting to a real number using g[.d]   

�  is terminated by pressing the activated radio button again, after which the radio buttons 
disappear. I find this the easier way to exit the BASE mode.  

Note that closing the BASE menu does not exit the �  mode. This is so that you can continue to use 
the mode while no or other menus are displayed. 

Following the HP16C example, the Boolean functions AND, OR, XOR and NOT are available on the BASE 
menu and for convenience the BITS and INTS menus which provide more functions for handling Shortint 
type values. 

Typing numbers in base 11 through 16 

The C43 way of entering HEX digits is via the six top row buttons already 
labelled A..F, which become primary for this purpose. When a base mode 
from 11 and 16 is selected, the status bar indicates this key change, by 
� , indicating that buttons A-F are activated. This 
indication for A-F is for all bases 11-16. The unmodified C43 Layout 42 
(DM42 version) works the same way. 

As comparison of HEX entry on other devices: the HP42S displays A..F 
digit function keys after selecting the �  menu button. Similarly on the 
WP43S an A..F softmenu is provided after pressing � . On the 
HP16C, this is simply done by 6 keys under the screen. On the WP34S the 
HEX/OCT/BIN mode, changes the top 6 keys to digits A..F. On the C43 no softmenu A..F is require but it is 
available in the �  softmenu. 

We hope that HP42S and HP16C users will be able to find their way around immediately with this solution. 
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6. BASE menu cont.
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